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ABSTRACT
-i

A machined ring-stiffened c)li.nder was subiected to hydrostatic pressure Ai

to investigate the effect of various sizes of central heavy frames on its elastic

overall-buckling strength. I he cylinder was tested initially % ith a large central
frame, which was systematically reduced by machining after eech successive ncn-
destructive test until it was the size of a typical frame.

The tests demonstrated that a heavy frame can be an effective substitute

for an internal bulkhead in increasing the general-instability stelngth of P.

cylindrical pressure hull.
A short empirical soiution based on thj Ldvy ring formula has been developed

which yields results in close agreement with the experimental findings.

Kendrick's Part IV theory showed generally good -greement with ex imept

for the geometry investigated only for cases in which the heavy frame was so what

iess than fully effective. A modiiication of this theory is presented which agrees

better with experiment.

INTRODUCTION

The efficiency of intermediate heavy frames it, increasing the elastic general-instability

btrength of hydrostatically loaded ring-stiffened cylinders is being investigated at the David

Taylor Model Basin as a part of the submarine structural research program. This information

is important for the efficient structural design of long compartments of deep-diving submarines.

No proven design methods are presently available for determining the properties and locations

of such heavy frames.
For the experimental phase of this project, a ring-stiffened cylinder was designed with

a central heavy frame, which was expected to divide the cylinder so that each half would act
independently. As the size of the heavy frame was reduced i" stages by machining and the
cylinder was tested noadestructively, an experimental cu:ve of collapse pressure versus the

size of the heavy frame was ontained. Based on these results, a short empirical forrmula for

predicting collapse pressures was developed. 4

The analytical phase of the problem began with an zxamination of a theoretical solution

ohtpiced by Kendrick. It was decided that the accuracy of this solution eoiUld be improved

through nmdiflicaLons. Accordingly, a new solution was developed, and both were programn.ed

for the I. 7090 cor.puter.
In this report, both the experimental and theoretical pntises of the investigation arc de-

scribed, and the results from theory and experiment tre conpared.

IRefcre'necs are tsbted on page 10.
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EXPERIMENT

DESCRIPTION OF MODEL

The model was accurately machined to the dimensions shown in Figure 1 from a sceel
tube whose high yield strength (100,000 psi) was sufficient to prevent inelastic action prior

to the onset of buckling. The central frame was undercut as shown so that subsequent reduc-
tions in its width would not significantly change the unsupported length between it and the

two end rings.

The sequence of reductions of the heavy frame followed in the testir.g program is shown

schematically in Figure 2 and the dimensions of each case are given in Table 1. After the
first test in which the dirmensions of the heavy frame were as shown for Case i, the frame was

machined equtIly on both sides to the dimensions given for Case 2. This proced .-e was re-
peated until Case 8 was tested, after which the height of the her- frame was reduce!d, in
stages, to typical size (Case 14).

The sequence was arranged so that removal of a unit of frame material would result in
a large reduction in torsional rigidity for Cases 1 through 6, and a large reduction in bending
rigidity for Cases 9 through 14. In this way, it was hoped that the effects of these two stiff-

ness properties could be examined separately.

The parameter chosen as a realistic measure of bending rigidity is the moment of inertia

of the frame-shell section, which includes the stiffener plus one typical bay length of shell. A
schematic diagram of i. frame-shell section is shown in Figure 3, acrd the parameters for each

case are given in 'Ible 2. The moment is taken about the longitudinal centroidal axis.

r - 28.12" -- CD

14.06" -; 2....
1. .369" Typicol i v.. O--

0

.LeUo.i -- 456789 0if 121345 :6 17 19 20 21• :' I

I °I

Central Heavy F rm, Typical Frame-- End R'n 9

Figure I - S€'chematic Diagram of Axial Section of Ring-E iffened Cylinder
wit~h Central Ileavy Frame
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TABLE 1 TABLE 2

Hleavy Frame Parameters Parameters of Frame-Shell Section

[ 7 dt Height eF IS*s I ts p
C.ase B H Case

;n. I in. .H.

0.51 .4 1 0.36 0. 17? 0.004940 62.5
2 0.51 0.40. .3 010 00064 5.

2~ 0.50.0.1 : O.232 0.162 0.004263 53.9
3 0.331 0. 401 4 0.229 0.153 0.003878 49.1t

4 .3 0~15 0.225 0.141 0.003451 43.7
5 6.27!1 0.401 16 0.224 0.127 0.02950 37.3

6 .1 041J7 0.224 0.109 0.00.367 30.0
7 0.151 0.431
8 I0.036 0.401 8 0.224 0.073 0.001588 20.1
9 0.086 0.351 9 0. 1' 0.054 0.001135 14.4

10 014 0.050 0.000767 9.7
10 006 03111 0.149 0 -037 0.000484 6.1

11 0.085 0.25112 024 .06 0020 35
12 008 .2113 0.099 0.01? 0.000143 LS1.11 006 .1114 0.082 0.011 1 ,000079J 1.0

11 .986 0. 1116 __ ____

eFis distance frcai centraid of Shll to

.eiitoid of trwae.

*eSis distance froms cenlroid of shell to

ctroid of f-ana-shell stec iau.

tIS" m2omfent of inc.-in of heav.y-fr.me-
shell section about its ceurid.

"Ii oetofietno 1 pclfax
YS oertfier"oftpclfa-

shell section about its ce.roid.J

INSTRUMENTATION AND TEST PROCEDURE

Ths-e model was instrumented with electrical-resi stance 3train gages oriented uircuinfer-
entially on the exterior surface of the frames. Gages -Aere !ocated every 15 deg on Fr-ames 6,
11, and 16 to determine the circumferenti buckling pattern. The loneitudina1 deflection pat-
tern was determined by gages located on every frame along one generator. Figure 4 shows the
cylinder instrumented for the first test. The critical pressures were obtainpd by applying the
Routbwell rnethod2 * to the strai n-pres sure plots of the gages on Frames 6 arH 16 for the r, = 4

bucklir, - mode and on Frame 11 for the n = 2 buckling mode.
in addition, acceleration pickups were attached to the surfzce of the shell to determine

the criticatl buckling pressures by a nondestructive vibration method.- Tests were carried

1 i.e sccuracy of the 'Southweii mrtiwd as aeg,3iicJ to stiffenea shells has been shown frocm earlier tests2 to

he -Aithi 3 percent of the actual collaose Pressures.

-7The vibration method is descibtd briefly in 'References 3 and 4.
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out with internal as well as external pres-

sure applied to the cylinder. This :nethed

permits determination of the pressures -

associated with the noncritical as well as

with the critical modes.

The end-closure arrangement used on

the model for the tests is the same as that

used for Case 1 in Reference 5, where it

was found that experimental pressures ob-

tained with zhese closure plates agreed

closely with the theory of ,eferen-e 6

(second solution).

TEST RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In all the static tests the charac-

teristic lobar strain patterns appeared at

pressures well below buckling and grew

rapidly as pressure was increased. These

strains provided the necessary data for the

application of the Southwell method lo de-

tern:ine elastic buckling pressures and also

indicated the associated buckling modes.

The experimental pressures obtained

by the Southwell and the vibration methods

for each case are listed in Table 3 and are

represented graphically in Figure 5, where Im27C
the abscissa scale represents the ratio of

the moment of inertia of the heavy-frame-
shell section ('p$) to that of t'-e typical- Figure 1 - Cylinder Instrumented for
stame-shell section (I First Test

The curves of Figure 5 show the transition in the critical pressure and buckling mode

is successive decreases in the heavy frame effectively lengthen the cylinder. Figure 6 shows
the variation of the ;ritical pressure and ,mode with overall length of a uniformly stiffened cyl-
inder having the same typical geometry as the model tested. The theory of Reference 6 (second
solution) was used to calculate the curves. For the heaviest central frame investigated (Case 1),
the critical pressure of 412 psi obtained by the Southwell method is in close agreement ith the

pressure of 400 psi (n = 4) obtained from. Figure 6 for a uniformly framed cylinder of one-half the
total model length. The experimental buckling mode was r = 4 for each half of the cylinder. and

the patterns were staggered with respect to each other as shown in Figure 7.

5



TABLE S There was little reduction in the :-riticai

Experianental rressures fro SauthDefl and pressure as the heizvv frame was reduced in si-.e
VibreAtion Methods until a point between Cases '7 and 8 was reach;-d.

Thus t his experimnents. e' idence in-licates th~at a

Experimental Pressure. ps 1 '.ery rigid internal bulkhead can be replaced by a

Case oeh ell'ed iiration Method faeof fat less weight with no arparent loss in
strength. Beginning with Case 8 the deformation

3 ~ n=4j pattern changed to the r = 3 mode, and the lobes
4t12 1 38 Iextended over the full length of the cylinder; see

2 409 Figure 7. Figure 8 shows the transition from the
3 399r. ~4 to ten=md n tn3 den he defoiaition pattern

5 399 observed at Frames 6 and 16. Also shown is the
6 4 06 492 422 defcrination patt* rn of Frame 11 which had three

7 3 90 401 422 lobes for all cases tested. The transition from
9 .344 365 413 n = 4 to nx = 3 ocirurred at a SoutbuviellI pressure

10 312 334 423 of 394 psi which agrees extremely well with tho

12 249 776 pressure of 388 psi determined from Figure 6.
27I42Further reduction in the size of the heavy

14 210 237 '105 frame was accompanied by a large nonlinear re-

"I rwbe h! U-'7Of Ci .Jetyl tid bmck~ir I duction in the critical rrpcdre of the cylinder.
iobe &______ For the limiting case of a typical frame at the

center of the model (Case 14), the Southwell
experimental pressure of 213 psi (n = 3) was
exactly the same as Lhat predicted from Figure 6.

As previously discussed, reductions in the torsiona. rigidity of the h'?-vv fnin-e were

I-reatest in progressing from Case 1 to Case 8. Yet Figure 5 shows that -.'tese reductions had
little effeet on the general-instability strength of the cylinder even though it was in this raage
that the antisymetric longitudinal pattern required twisting of !he hea-vy frame (Wigure 7). The
significant losses in s~rength appeared in the range from Case 8 to Ceqe 14 w!lerz reductions in
the bending rigidity were greatest and where the longitudinal pattemn ;6ws symmetric with no
twisting 'of the heavy fraine.

It would thus appear that torsional rigidity of external frames, at lemt~ is of relative!%-
little importance and bending rigidit%- 64 of prime importance in detfrnx.n;%g the ab:iity ot inter-
mediate heavy frames .,o increase the general -i nstabi li t strengt'- of a ring-Vd fei.ed c~linder.

EMPIRICAL HEAVY-FR AME FORlMULA

A conve-nient emipirica! method. basea on the Ldvy ring formula, 7 ias been (4eVeloped
'r determining the elastic overall-buckling pressu-s- of a uniformly ring-sruffened cvii .'ier

with in termediate heav% frames. The rngz formula of Reference 7 has been adapted t-^ the
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Figure 5 - Experimnentai Pressures vers H-eavy Frame Parameter

present problem by redefining the geometric parameters as follows:

(M2 -1) E

where it is assumed th~at

ef+ (F-f) rpx: PB

for the range where p_ = Pc Pq. ITlete

IFS is the moment of inertia of the heavy-frame-shell section,
'cr is the c.-itical pressure of the cylinder,
E is the modulus of elasticity of the cylinder material,
RC is the radius from the axis of the cylinder to the centroid of the heavy- frame-shellI

section,

7
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Figure 6 - Kendrick Part III (Second Solution) versus Length of
Uniformly Stiffened Cylinder

Le is the effective length of that portion of the cylinder which loads the heavy frame,

p8 is the critical pressure of the cylinder with the heavy frames replaced with typical
frames (Figure 6),

m is the critical buckling mode determined for PB,
Lf is the typical frame spacing,

LF is the heavy-frame spacing,

Px" is equal to PF or Prm, whichever is the lower pressure,

pF is the critical pressure of the uniformly stiffened cylinder of length LF (Figure 6),*
and

Pm is the critical pressure at which the critical mode changes from m to m + 1 as the
length of the uniformly stiffened cylinder is reduced (Figure 6).

Thus the size of the heavy frame in the range p, 2= Pcr PB is dependent upon two limiting

conditions. For the lower pressure limit pB, the heavy frame is equal in size to a typical
frame and the load acting on it is the pressure over or, e typical frame spacing of shell. As

*This is the maximum pressure obtainable for a stiffened cylinder with intermediate heavy frames.

8
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0-oegroe Generator
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Circumferential Buckling Polltern of n -3
Pattenr, - 3

Figure 7' - Experimental Buckling Configurations

the heavy frame is mnade larger, it assumes increasingly more of the total load. At the upper
pressure limit pl, the maximumi pressure for which there exists an overall symmetrical buckling
shape (Figure 7), the heavy frame is loaded by the pressure acting on one heavy-frame spacing

of cylinder.
The size of the heavy frame in the pressure range P~. Per i_ P can be calculated from

t h e f o r m u l a FP - M[ 
2

Pp - Pm

PF ~C "F
where 'FS 3 anE ~ i the moment of inertia of the heavy-frame-shell section deter-

mined for pm from Equa~tion (1. Any further increase in the strength of the heavy frame will

not increase the critidal pressure becauze the failure will occur between the heavy stiffeners.

In Figure 9, the experimental result,: are compared with Anipirical curves based on
Eqauations (11 and [2] and determined by two different elastic overall-instability solutions.

The solid curve was obtained by determining the values of pR, pp, and pm from Figure 6.*

'An alternative method for determtrung the values ofpfR, pr'- and p with reasonable accuracy is by using the
graphical solution of Peference R.

9
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The agreement between the experimental and the calculated results is very good for all sizes

of the heavy frame. The broken-sine curve in Figure 9 was obtained by determining the values

of PB, PF, and Pm from curves similar to those in Figure 6 but computed from Bryant's equation' 9

for elsstic general-instability strength. The agreement between the broken-line curve and the

experimental results is also good, but somewhat unconservative, for all sizes of the heavy frame.
The results thus calculated would be more conservative if the effective moment of inertia (.)

found from Equation [1] of Reference 8 is used in the second term of Bryant's equation. Closer

agreement with txperimentai results is also obtained if the values of p8 aad PF are computed

from Bryant'* equation and p. is approximated b) the equation

m(m+2)E Ifs
Pmo

In this way, the need for drawing curves similar to those of Figure 6 is eliminated.

THEORY

RESUMt OF ANALYTICAL WORK

Kendrick's (Part IV) analysis 1 of the buckling of a ring-stiffened cylinder with inter-

mediate heavy stiffeners is the only theoretical treatment of this problem known to the authors.

*aryant's equation !s as follows:

Eh A4  E: (n2 - 1)
P_- y - +

2

where h ir the shell thickness,

R is the mean radius of the sholl,

n is the number of circumfereitial lobes,

X = a R/L b, end
Lb is the overall length of the cylinder.

The moment of inertia I Is taken about the "entrotd of, = -c ,ur- ,.n ricir.g one srfall frame plus a portion of

shell of length Lr It can be .tin

1+-
Lfh

where A is the area of a small frame,

if is the moment of inertia of the frame, and

ef is the distance from the midsurface of the shell to 'he centroid of the frame.

lryant's equation is usually written with R instead of R, in the second term. Use of Rc leads to Rdightly moM

conservative result.

11
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Figure 9 - Empirical Heavy Frame For, ula Compared with Experimental
Southwell Critical Pressures

The analysis considers a cylinder of finie length (shown in Figure 10) stiffened by sets of

equally space(: light frames located between equally spaced heavy frames and terminated by

rig:d bulkheads. The approach is the same as that used by Kendrick in previous analyses. 6

The total potential of the system is obtained, a set of buckling displacements is assumed,

and the buckling equations are then derived from the condition of minimum potential energy.

The assumed buckling displacements used by Kendrick for the present problem are:

u = AIU ,( ) cos no

V= [B1VW + B2  sin 1+ B3  sin-i sinno

L (zf LF Jf3

W= t wj(z)+C 2  sin l +C 3 Isi..- I cos nO

12
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and where z and 0 are the axial and circumferential coordinates,

u, v, and w are the axial, tangental, and radial displacements,
A:, B1, etc. are arbitrary coefficients,

Lb is the bulk'ead spacing, and

q is an arbitrary number which permits the formation of a flat centra.l
portion of variable length as shown in Figure 10.

When q is given the value Lb/2 L1, the shape of the radial deflection between bulkheads is a

half sine wave. Since there are seven arbitrary oefficients in the buckling deformations [3],

the system possesses, ir a sense, seven degrees of freedom which allow independent defor-

mations between the light frames, the heavy frames, and the bulkheads (also shown in

Figure 10). It should be pointed out that the use of this deflection pattern results in neglect
of the torsional rigidity of the heavy frames, an assumption that is not unreasonable it, view

of the experimental observations.

After some deliberation, it was concluded Lhat Kendrick's ,aeory, while basically

sound, might be improved on two counts. First, the generality could be expanded by per-

mitting one additional degree of freedom. This was done by adding to the axial displace-

ment u(z, 0) a second component varying periodically between adjacent heavy frames, i.e.,

u= tU,(-) + - A3 d sin fll cosnO [73*• '7 LF

The contribution of this additional degree of freedom can, perhaps, be better understood by

considering the case in which the heavy frames are infinitely rigid. The overall-displacement

components between bulkheads wc.uld then be expected to vanish (i.e., A1 = BI = C, = 0),
and the problem should reduce to that of a uniformly stiffened cylinder of length LF. For

the solution of that problem Kendrick 6 found that five degrees of freedom wore needed. In

his Part IV analysis only four would remaic but with the addition of the axial component

appearing in Equation [7) the buckling configLration becomes identical with the first solution

of Reference 6.

The second shortcoming in the theory of Reference I concerns the circumferential

stresses associated with the initial cr prebucklinI deformation. In previous analyses of

uniformly stiffened cylinders, Kendrick 6 has shown that it is sufficiently accurate to approx-

imati this deformation by a uniform contraction of the cylinder. The circumferential stress a0

*While this function violates continuity of the shell at the heavy frames, it is, nevertheless, consistent with

thc discontinuities m slope srtIing from the confiruratiors assumed for the other two displacements v and ,U

It would be logical to add a ninth degree of freedom to allow periodic axial deflections between light frames.

However, since the theory of Reference 6, which excludes this component, has shown excellent agreement with

exp.riment. 4 '5 its absence is evidently n,,t a serious defect. It r'ould conceivably become so only in cases

where the buckling is of the interframe (von Mises) type.

14



is thus constant everywhere. In his heavy-frame analysis, Kendrick continues the use of this

approximation and assumes that the circumferential 0Lress is given by

pRLF
00  AF + NIAf + hLF [81

where AF is the area of a heavy frame,

Af is the area of a light frame,

N1 is the number of light frames between heavy frames,

h is the shell thickness,
Lf is the small-frame spacing, and

LF is the heavy-frame spacing equal to (N1 + 1)L f .

So long as Af and AF are approximately equal, the above approximation for a0 is reasonable.

However, if AF becomes very large, the stresses in the small frames and in the shell will be

greatly underestimated. Thus, as AF increases, the buckling pressure also increases without

lin,it. This is contrary to the experimental results (Figure 5) which show that beyond a certain
size further increases in the her.vy frame had practically no effect on the collapse pressure.

Consequently, it would appear that the use of Equation [81 can lead to unconservative results.

The second modification, therefore, was to eliminate this difficulty by replacing AF by

Af in Lhe equation for a0 . Now

pRLf [91

= - Af+ ALf

This equation is identical with thst used in Kendrick's Part III analysis 6 and so should be
reasonably accurate when the heavy frames are of sufficient strength to aci as bulkheads.

Both Kendrick's Part IV analysis and the TMB solution incor-Ptating the two noudi-
fications introduced by Enuations [7] and [9] were programmed fo the IBM 7090 computer,

and calculations were carried out for comparison with each other and with experiment.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In F gure 1! the elastic general-instability pressures computed from both Kendrick'a

Part IV solution ;nd the TMB solution are plotted against the ratio IFS/If, together with the

experimentai results. In all cases q %as given the value Lb/2L, (the computer program will
accept any value for q) to restrict the overall buckling shape to a half sine wave.* The

*In reneral, the buckling pressure will be a minimum for some particular value of q which need not be Lb;,2I.f.

The restriction on a as meade only to :i . llfy the results of this initial investigation. Despite this restriction

the results of the TrIB solution %ere always conservative. The effe-t of varying q %!l be considerred in a

sub s c-ent report.

15
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Figure 11- Theoreti- Heavy Frame Solutions Compared with Experinental

Sou2hwel0 Critical Pressures

broken-line curves of Figure 11 show that Kendrick's Part IV solution agrees well with exper-
intent only in the region where th~e thirnl node is critical. When IFS/Ifs exceeds 10, the second
mode according to Kendrick's solution, becomes critical, a transition that was never observed
experimnentally. As tWhe heavy frame continues to increase in size, the Kendlrick predicted pres-
sures rise ra-;dly with no apparent limit, so that t.he solution is highly unconservative in the
upper range of IFS/lfs.

The solid curves show that tre TMB solution is conservative for all cases tested and

that' the agreement %ith experiment is very good for the metlps n = 3 and n = 4. In particular,this solution, like the experimental pressures, approaches an upper limit. However, te un-
realistically low pressures which this solution gives for the second mode in th( lower range
of IF " cannot b disregarded. There the solution not caly fails to predict correctly the
critical mode but grossly underestimates the effectiveness of the heavy frame.

Evidently both solutions have a shortcoming chich. for te cylinder tested, results in
the apearance of the second mode at pressures far below those for the other gh uo des in many
of the cases. The difficulty probably arises from the fact that in both slutions the shell is
assumed hined at the heavy frame is e fr treduced in size, the weakening effc.thissoltio, lke he epermenal resure, aproahesan ppe limt. lowverth.un



of this binge becormos more important until the typical size is reached, at which point bothsolutio is are, in effect, for a cylinder of length LF with one end simply supported and theother end in effect free. Although, for le eyiinder wested, theoretically the second mode ap-
pears to be seriously influenced, it must be expected that, in general, other modes may 14esimilarly affected. At present, no simple means has been found for eliminating this sLortcoming.

SUMMARY OF RESULTS
To summarize the results of this study Table 4 presents the experimental bucklingpressures as determined by the Southwell lethod together with the pressures given by theempirical and analytical solutions, for all cases tested. Result-, of the empirical solutioncorrespond to the curves of Figure 9 and are obtained using pressures calculated from, inone case, Kendrick's Part I1, second solution, 6 and in the other, Bryant's equation. 9 Of allfour methods, it appears that the empirical solutior, employing Kendrick's analysis agrees

best with experiment.

eT 1-% 13#l zL . 4

liumm tY of Results

Critical Pressure, psi

Case LrF L.xperimental Empirical Solution* Theoretical Solutions
fs (Southwell KendrickMehd) I A B TM B

Method) ,Pat~r" TIV

14I 1.0 210 (3)" 210(3) 224(3) 186(3) 143(2)d13 1.8 224 (3) 223(3) 234 (3) 196 (3) I 148 (2)12 3.5 249 (3) 248 (3)j 253 (3) 922 (3) l9l (2)11 #;.1 275 (13) 277 (..) 280 (3) 252 (3) 1) 20 7 312 (3) 3 123 11(,2)
5(3)9.72(3)(1)12126i 31 2( 31P 0) 211 (2)

14.4 344 (3) 342 (3) 337 (3) 354 (2) 253 (2)8 ju.i 380 (3) 385 (I' 378(3) 397(2) 305(2)S30.0 396(4) 396(4) 391(4) 484 (2) 367 (4)
;.a -uo 4) ; 99 (4) 401(4) 556(2) 371(4)5 43.7 399 (4) 403(4) 40V (4) 2l (2) 374 (4)4 49.1 399(4) 406 (4) 417 (4) 679 (2) 376 (4)153.9 404 (4) 409 (4) 1123 (4) 734 (2) 378 (4)

2 58.4 409(4) 412(4) 429(4) 784(2) 379(4)
1 62.5 412(4) 414 (4) 434(4) 819 (5) 379 (4)

'A - Calculations based on Kendrick, Part IMI. second tolution. 6

B - Calculations based on Bryant's Equation. 9

"N.Numb-rs in parentheses indicate the nu'ber of circumferentjal lobes.
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CONCLUSIONS

1. Expcrimeants indicate that an intermediate heavy frame can serve as an adequate substitute

for an internal bulkhead to increase the general-instability strength of a ring-stiffened cylinder.

2. In determining the proportions of an adequate heavy stiffener, bending rigidity i3 shown by

these tests to be of much greater importance than torsional rigidity, at least for external frames.

3. The excellent agreement with experiment shown by the empirical heavy frame formula for

the geometry tested is promising, but further experimental evaluation is needed.

4. Modifications in Kendrick's heavy-frame theory have resulted in a substantial improvement,

although some deficiencies still remain. Additional tests must be conducted before the theory

can be properly evaluated

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE WORK

The accuracy of the empirical and theoretical heavy-frame solutions should be investigated

through destructive tst.q of inexpensivP machined cylinders of small diameter and through non-

destructive tests of larger cylinders with interchangeable rings simulating heavy frames.
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